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Gilsoft makers of the

well known adventure ut
1lity the Quill have re
leased versions for the
Oric-1 and Oric Atmos,

Priced at £16.95 for a

cassette version,

Adventure Spot.’

—_—| Hints & Tips.

Reviews. |

Oric Top 30.
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The Quill is a prof
essional machine code

program which lets the
user write their own hi
gh quality machine code

adventures.

The program itself
is split into three ma

in parts.The first is a

database this is the pa

rt where a varity of in
formation is stored like
location descriptions,
objects, possible moveme

nts ctc.
The second is the

interpreter where it tu
rns all the information
held in the database in
to the adventure where

it describes the locati
ons and lets the playe

r enter in the commands

and it will process the
m.

continued on Page 3.
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QUILL
from front page

The third is the data-
base editor,this is the pa

rt where it allows the use

r to make the adventure
and it is very easy to use.
It uses a menu which you
can insert,delete and amen

d information on objects,
the location descriptions,
moments and so on.There

are helpful onscreen prom

pts when it is neccessary.

The package is accomp
anied by a 60 page manual

which is split into two

main sections;a tutorial
which takes you: through the
adventure writing step by

step The other is a detail
ed reference section: descr
ibing each function in det
ail.

This is a well presen
.ted package and will be the

ink in the Oric Owners pen
when writing an adventure.

STOP PRESS STOP PRESS

F.G.C Mailorder will
shortly release four
new software titles.
More information on
these titles will be
oivine in Issue 2,

or

PRINTER?
Sometime back Oric were go

ing to release a 80 column

printer (Centronics Interf
ace).It was going to sell
at a price of around £250.

The printer itself is
dot-matrix and is a better
quality print.It is faster
than the MCP—-40 printer but
hasn't a high standard gra
phic ability.

The printer is made in
Japan and has matching Atm

os colours and also has a

built in Japanese typeface.
We don't know if EUREKA has
plans to continue the prod
uct,but many Oric owners
vant a better improved Pri
nter.

BOND 007
Domark has relcased 'A View

To A Kill' the computer ga
me for the Oric-1 and Atmos

micros.

The game comes in a vid
co style cassing and has a
well illerstrated front cov
Cr.

The game costs £7.25
and contains two games to
play they are: 'The City

‘Hall Escape' and the 1Sill
con Valley Mine. look out]
for reveiw in future
newsletters.

A NOTE
FOR

USERS
{ If you still don't know wh

ats happened to Oric your
be pleased to know that

they have been bought
by EUREKA Informati a

leading distributor in Fr
ance.

We don't know what the
have in mind for the micro
but are sure that Oric now

has a future.

MAILORIC
0.J.Software has asked us
to mention there Mailorder
service.They offer a wide
range of software for the
Oric including 'Xenon 111°
also books and accessories
like blank 3" discs,dust
covers,cables, pens and
disc drives (Cumana) and
lots more.Sce back Page fo.



Hints & Tips

10 TE="TEXT.:.....":X=7:Y=26
15 DX=30:SPEED=10

20 GOSUB 1000:END

1000 FOR I=1 TO DX

1005 Tg=" "+Tg+" ":NEXT

1010 FOR I=1 TO LEN(T{)

1020 PLOTX, Y,MID§ (Tg, I,DX)

|
1030 WAIT SPELED:NEXT

|

1040 RETURN

© FLT 1B0p
Dereck Knight,Surrey, England.

Nick West from Kent has
asked us to pass on a

very useful tip for Oric

1 Owners. When they power

up the screen is invaded

by lots of 'copyright'
signs. Instead of switch-
ing off and then on just

“{ype: NIRES:WAIT100:TEXT

this should get rid of the

bugs.

Here is a useful program
that allows Oric Owners

to scroll texi on the
screen—-it is small but
useful indced.

C.Thompson has gave us’
quick renumber program
is in BASIC and dosn't
renumber GOTO,GOSUB, II
THEN etc.Here it is bel

oO

\

oy
10 REM QUICK RENUMBER 1

20 REM C.TIHOMPSON.
30 :

)
40 REM FIRST LINE NO.

Thomas Walker who comes from 50 S=10

London owns a 48K Oric Atmos 60 A=/7501
70 REM LOOP -and has found an error in the 80 REPEAT
90 DOKEA+2,SROM and has found a way around
100 REM PROCISS

it.It is when the user trys to 110 A=DEEK(A)

load the same file and gets 120 REM STEP BY

130 S=5+10
the error message 'Errors Found' \140 REM PROGRAM IS

150 REM TERMINATED
160 REM BY ZERO
170 UNTIL A=0

To overcome this type: CALL

DEEK(#2A9) this should now let
the file load,but if it gives

[the error message again quickly
‘press the RETURN key.

Your Oric, "Hints & Tips Divis.
41 Morden Gardens,
Mitcham,
Surrey,
CR4 4DIl.

*x kx Kk Xk

Do you have any useful tips for the Oric that you ,would like us to pass on to other users?0r discover
a useful POKE?Don't keep it to yourself let other
Oric Owners share your discovery and sce your name

(in print} Ifyouhave any useful tips or small pro-

ENGLAN]



IJK Software Ltd present...
FOR THE 48K ORIC-1 and ORIC ATMOS

APPROVED
SOFTWARE

Survival wasanii

never found out the pathways got me!
pathways shall then be con

IJK Software Ltd present...
FORTHE 48K ORIC-1

and ORIC ATMOS

Zebbie can be moved along
Iso jump from level to:.

jump button then.

Our Software has been officially approved by Oric

._ The’ very” popular: card game’ faithfully 0

. reproduced: for. your Oric computer. Full
instructions are included in the program, /;
“ which has several skill levels to match any-
: one from noviceto champion... *.- i]
* Excellent programming combine with the}

computers superb high resolution graphics;
~to present a first class rej tion of this;

all round favourite, 7: a3TrBBFOR THE 48K ORIG'1 eRgat: /

50.7tk

Products International Ltd., and is available from leading
chainstores, all good software retailers nationwide and in over 30 countries across the world. You can also

order direct from us- all advertised software isin stock now and will be despatched within 48hrs of receipt of order.
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JERCEDEECTION
"MACHINE: Oric-1,Atmos
SUPPLIER: Software Projects
PRICE: £6.99

VIANIC MINER ©

Manic Minor is a multi screen
arcade action game.The casse-
tte comes with a software pr-
otection card which you have
to usec at the start of the
game.

The game itself is easy
to follow but playing it is
another !You play the part of
Minor Willy who starts off
with three lives.You have to
guide Willy around the cham-
bers collecting the flashing
keys inorder to get on the
next screen.To hinder you in
your task are objects which
you have to avoid bumping in
to.These objects are Poisco-
nous Pansies,Spiders,Manic
Minor Robots and other litt
le nasties.

The graphics in this
game are excellent and.the
movements of the creatures
are superb.The music is also
a very injoyable tune too
listen too,

Scoring ix done by how

quickly you complete aroom
and the collecting of the
keys. If you manage to get
over 10000 you will get an
extra life.
I would recomend this game
to any Oric Owner.
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BBCADE ACTION
MACHINE: Oric-1,Atmos
SUPPLIER: Tansoft
PRICE: £7.95

Space arcade games don't come
more sophisticated than this
version from Tansoft.Defence
Force takes six minutes to
load,some. time to read the
well presented in-lay card;
which tells you how to play
the game and gives description
of the attackers.

Your task is to destroy
all the attackers which are

"clevely minded,dodge missiles
and bombs.

While coping with that you
have to safeguard your men
against the attackers.If a man
is taken by a attacker it then

“turns into a assassin;you bet-
ter watch out for that!

If all your men are lost
you then move on-to an Asteral
Planc,where your skill in sur-—

ving comes in.A clever feature
included is a space map where
it gives a visual of the surr-
ounding area,comes in useful
when secking out shadows!With
16 types of alicns,20 waves ofl

attackers, fast moving arcade
action,excellent graphics and
high quality sound effects
this arcade master piece must
be a must for any 9ric Owners
software collection. K.T.
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MACHINE: Oric-1,Atmos
SUPPLIER: No Man's Lan
PRICE: £9.95

IROXCING
[nvoicing is a business pack
age from No Man's Land.It en
ibles you to create your own
invoices and at the samctime
set up a client file where by
you find a client using the
prompts within the program.

You first fill out a card
vith your own address and
your registered number.This
is your heading for your inv-
pices.

To enter in a client card
you have to fill in the card
that appears next. Input is
straight forward here by
entering text on the dashes
on the fields.CTRL+L wipes
the screen,DEL deletes and
RETURN moves to next field.
Validating is done ny CTRL+V.

Any file created can be
modified and you are allowed
20 lines of text for any inf
ormation connected with the
invoice.Unit prices and VAT

follow which the computer
works out.You can obtain
printer output if needed.The
processing facilities are
excellent; finding connections
between cards,Alphabetical
sorting, number cards in
order and save over 160 files

This is an excellent tape
and would be welcome to the
small business man!

Y + K.T.
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two software titles
from No Man's Lands
wide range of software.

Styx is an execellent
arcade game for the Oric,
Atmos 48K by No Man's
[and Software,the game
has a typical arcade style
and your prime objective
is to destroy the Castle
0" Hell.When the game has
soarted you are confronted
by a title page and the
keys to the game.

The game consists of 4

screens.The first you are
faced with the deadly
Eagles .which you have to
destroy,but they fiercely

,tect themselves with a
swarm of bombs. They furth
er handicap you by’
dropping mines which you
at all cost must destroy
before they land and

sivate,and start attack
ing by 'poking sticks" at
you from underncath,you
are unable to attack them.

lv solution is to hit
vie Vulture which appears
quite often in each of the
three screens and
instantly you are free of
them, : ¥

The second screen
‘functions on the same prin
ciple as the firstywith a

change of enemy;now you
are battling with the
1Goblins' and as if this
wasn't enough they send
out the 'Devils Eyes'
which will dissapear and

reappear anywhere on the
screen. If you've managed
to survive this long you

face the ultimate battle.
This last screen is the
most challenging of all.It
begins with the castle at
the top of the screen
resting on a red founda
tion, then flocks of
eagles steam down and
swarm on you bombarding
you with bombs.Lightning
reactions are nceded as
the more you kill them,
more will take their
place.Amongst all that you
have to blast away the
the red foundations to
score a direct hit on the
castle,maybe trying to
avoid the mines left over
from screen three pestering
you.After destoying the
castle its back to screen
1 for another helping (at
a higher speed more diffi
cult!).

The graphics in this
came are superb with the
full spectrum of Oric
colours being applied which
combined with the Oric's
sound capabilities to
create a realistic effect.
There is a pause function
to give your [linger a rest!
The only critisms I found
was that there was no vari
ble ‘sound option and the
price £8.50 I think is a
bit high but setting aside
those problems Styx is a
came worth adding to your
collection;even if your not
an addict of arcade action
you might like a challenge!

Y.C.

IC
Panic is an exciting arcade
rame from No Man's Land for
the Oric-1 and Atmos.While 11

loads you are presented with
a screen display showing No
Man's Land in big blue letter
The game loads fairly fast
and you are shown the keys tc
the game and the word PANIC
is wrote in a brick work eff-
cect which looks good.

The first screen and all
the others shows a well 1lles
strated drawing of a house a
your bubble like man inside.
You can also sce the pesteris
greedy apples running about
the house.This 1s a platform:
and ladders game and your ta:
is too hlow the greedy apple:
up!You have to chase them on
platforms but never touching
them To capture an apple you
must drop a bomb which will
explode and destroy a part o

the platform which makes the
apples fall through and get
stuck.You then run over it,
You must he quick because
the apples soon find a way om

There 1s a bonus score on col
pleting a screen.The screens
get more tricker as you go o
The game comes with jingles
and has good graphics, It's a

great. platforms and ladders
came and should keep you amu
sed for hours!

K.T.

kkk kk kk ox xk



The people at I.J.K cer-
tainly know how to make
an origanal arcade game
for the Oric.
"Xenon 111 The Genesis
Probe is there latest re-
lease and works with both
Orics.Your mission is to
support life on the planet
Radon,which has almost b-
ecome extinct.After inter
planetary wars between the
'Xenon' and 'Zorgon' batt-
le fleets.You must use yo-
ur new Hyperspace engines
to visit neighbouring pla-
nets in the stellar system
collecting animal species
to ensure the continuation
of life on Radon.

After Xenon 1 and Zorgons
Revenge ,Xenon 111 The Gen-
esis Probe is the third in
the highly acclaimed 'Xen-—

on Series' for the Oric c-
omputers.

The game loaded with ease
and took under four minut-
es to load in fast mode.A-
fter playing Xenon 1 and
Zorgons Revenge and knowi-
ng that the graphics are
the most advanced yet seen
on the Oric micro I could
not wait to play Xenon 111,

Once the game had loaded
the introduction screen w-—

as shown it was quite imp-
ressive.The title was in a
3D effect under that was
the story line windowed in
a box scrolling upwards.U-
nder that was a Zorgon ru-
nning from-left to right.
Towards the bottom of the
screen theres the keys to
controll the game,with Vo-

NON 111
ume, Level, ,Music Settings and
under that was the people w-
ho helped make Xenon 111.

I pressed the space bar and
attempted the first screen.
The first stage you are fac-
ed with a space ship, (the g-
raphics used to make the sh-
ip was excelent. ),with aste—
riods burning towards your
ship.You have to increase y-
our speed until the lower 1-
imit is reached to start the
Hyper engines,because of the
distance between the planets
you must maintain this speed
level until the engines car=
ry out the Hyper jump.Once
your Hyper engines are star-
ted the speed should not dr-
op nor raise too much,so lo-
ok out for the meteors or t-

‘hey will decrease your speed
After I managed to get thr-
ough the asteriods,You will

- be shown six planets they a-
re Xer,Somtana,Nuciro,Terra,
Rundus and Radon.

If you visit planet Xer yo-
u will be playing a centipe-
de type game.At the base of
the screen is your ship and
at the top of the screen is
the '‘wormy creatures' making
their way towards your ship.
You must slice the wormy cr-
eatures into small segments
using vour 'boomerang' you
control the boomerang by the
left and right arrow keys.W-
hich will steer it around t-
he screen,When your boomara-
ng starts to fall towards y-
our ship you must guide it
to land in cither of the two
‘docks! on the ship.If it 1-
ands on your ship you will

view
* kkkk
lose a live,You have three
lives in which to slice the
creatures,
One of my favourate scree-—

ns is 'Runus'.The object of
this screen is that you mu-
st 'teleport' pairs of obj-
ects.In the center of the
screen there are five plat
forms,with some of the most
weirdest objects you have
ever seen making there way
across.The objects range f-
rom 'mice with big ears','-
pac-man','jumping beans','
cups & saucers', 'nodders'Y-
ou have to play the game to
know what 'nodders' are if
thats what they are called!
And objects that I don't t
hink have names.

You will sec two arrows,0-
ne is at the top of the sc-
reen and the other is down
the right hand side of the
screen.You control the top
arrow (which you can move
left to Ci the other o.
will continuously make its
way past each level stopin-
g at cach level for a few
seconds or so.You must line
up both arrows and aim on
one particular object and
fire.A maximum of two obje-
cts can be 'teleported' at
one time.There are I think
nine different objects th-
at have to be teleported.

I have found that if you
fire a few seconds before
you should catch the obhje-
ct,because the beam takes a
few seconds to form.You w-
ill notice little or big b-
arrels rolling across cert-
ain platforms,You must tel-



XENON 111

The Genesis Probe
¢port those barrels,if you
don't and let two barrels
slip of the screen you wi-
11 lose one of your lives
so be careful.

Planet 'Terra' is very s-
imilar to planet 'Xer' you
have the same screen layo-

with the five platforms
and the two arrows.The ob—-
jects moving across the s-
creen are totally differe-
nt,instead of objects you
have creatures such as 'w-

us','fish','little rats’
,elephants','camels', 'ch-
ickens','goats', 'squirrel-
s',and even little men ru-
ring across the platforms,

: graphics used to make
the creatures are the best
I've seen,there is so much
detail on every creature.

At the base of the scre-
en in the middle is your
space ship and at each s-
ide of your ship are two
tanks.They will fire tank
shells towards your ship,
the only way to stop that
happening is for you to
divert the missiles using
your Repulsor energy.You
can only do that when the
missile is close to your
ship.If you don't stop t-
he red missiles which ma-

ke there way across the
platforms,one of the tanks
will fire a big rocket s-
traight for your ship yo-
u must teleport a red mi-
ssile to stop the rocket
from hitting your ship.
You will notice that in-

between screens you will

notice a screen where there
are hundreds of 'Zorgons'
running towards you.On this
stage you use your same ship
as you did in 'Xenon 1'.Bef-
ore you see this stage you
will see a notice saying,
'Zorgons storm ahead.The Zo-
rgons are rallying for a fi-
nal battle at Radon........'
All you have to do is dodge
them.There are about five o-
ther stages,that I will give
you the pleasure of discove-
ring them.

Over all I thoroughly enjo-
yed playing Xenon 111.The g-
raphics were of the highest
quality and the sound was i-
mpressive.I would recommend
this game to any Oric owner.
Well done I.J.K. K.T.
Originality ERAN
Graphics FLAK
Sound *HAK

Addictiveness FRIAR
*%%Value at £8.50

aiMEGABASEA——————
A memory based database program with advanced features that

i
makesit stand out from the rest. Records are created efficiently in

» memory, and data files can be easily saved onto disc and tape (a
2 quick loader/saver is provided). You can define upto 26 fields,
4 which give you meaningful names for later reference. The fields in

{

each record can be either numeric or strings of characters. You
# do not need to specify limits to the length ofthe fields. New

records are entered with the minimum amount of keypresses and
§ the maximum amount of speed. Unlike disc based database

systems, there is no pause when you complete a record. Records
i can be updated, deleted and printed either individually or

enmasse. More than 21,000 bytes are available for your data, and
Megabase works as well with a large file as with a small file.

} Megabase provides an instant sorting mechanism, resequencing
your file according to any numberof fields, in ascending or
descending order. Your records stay in order even after records
have been added, deleted or changed.

Oric 1/Atme &

pa
Oric 1Atmog
Version ;

at£17.9sAilable



ARCADE (GAMES
+

° HE [C =f Oric I

wil TROUBLE IN STORE Atmos

A You are the manager of a department store: trying to empty the
SNe

AH

tills in the face of mounting opposition from the: occupants of cach
oe floor. Battle against mutant tv's, escapext inmates from the pets

department and even nuclear warheads from the missile
Cs » department. Requires Oric 1/Atmos 48K.

ee — k “This is the first Oric game I've seen that comes anywhere near
! }

providing the sort of challenge and fun given by arcade at

adventures on the Spectrum — it's certainly one ofthe best and
’

|

EH | most enjoyable games to have appeared on the Oric in recent
; months.”

(Personal Computer Games “Hit' February 1985)

THE HELLION

The Ultimate Shoot-Em Up Game. Battle against 101, yes 101
insane levels of marauding aliens — traffic lights, ducks, half eaten
tish , creepy crawlies and mutant lemons are all part of this : “
wonderful tongue-in-cheek arcade action game. Best Shoot-Em : TEEeUp Game of 1984. Requires Oric 1/Atmos 48K. ;

’

“Hellion, with its very professional presentation, detailed
characters, awesome speed and a mind-boggling 101 screens,
certainly deserves this title.”
(Home Computer Weekly)

Beep

BE

|
(Ra
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|

NEVER LOOK BA

KRILLYS -
Manoeuver your spacecraft through 5 tunnels of doom to battle ;

your wayto the master control centre. Full control of the height Taemmooy oo

and thrust of your ship. Redefine key and sound volume options. BoE oa
7

=
my,

od

Five terrifying levels to scramble your brains. Play a one or two cee. 5,player game. Requires Oric 1/Atmos . "2 a
NLVERLOOK-BACK

(OEDHED



PEACH BYTES FOR ORIC
Peach Computers Ltd (on 0475 673766) offer a range of business software for
the ORIC. The programs cost between £5 to £15 and are fast and effective
bassed on specially written machine code. For more details contact :—
Peach Computers Ltd. 192 Greenock Road,Largs,Ayrshire KA30 8SB.

 W.E.SOFTWARE
Foley Bank,Worcester Road, Great Malvern,Worcestershire WR14 4QW,

Telephone : Malvern (06845) 69059 — Telex/Prestel MBX 684569059.

We offer the following services to ORIC owners :-
A large range of software,hardware items (e.g. Atmos Modem - £64.95 + £1.50

ostage and packing),books,repairs and upgrades,spares and custom leads
(made to order). :

Please telephone,or write,for our current catalogue.

PHILDATA
We offer a great range of software and hardware for the ORIC
computers, below are some examples of our games at competitive
prices. .

Harrier Attack £5.10, Manic Miner £6.90, Gubbie £6.35, Chess £7.75,
Ghost Gobbler £6.50, Green X Toad £4.00, Quackajack £5.20,
Ilobbit £11.45, Trouble In Store £6.25, Spooky Mansion £5.10,
Reverse £1.00, 3D Hangman £4.60, Atmos Extended Basic £5.95.
Send S,ALE. for full list.
Contact us at : 8 Richmond Terrace,Pudsey,West Yourshire LS28 9BY.
Telephone Pudsey (0532) 578851.

ATTENTION ORIC OWNERS
This is. the place to sell your excess software and accessorries.Your Oric will reach lots of other Oric owners.Classified adsare FREE to all Oric owners, send your: clearly written ad in no
more than 35 words to : Your Oric. Classifieds & Advertising,41 Morden Gardens, Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 4DH, England.
READERS...
Don't forget to mention 'Your Oric Newsletter! when you reply toadvertisements. Thank-you.



ORIC CHARTS

39% xe"
gb AFNBON

wo Pe \25 Defence Force — 731800
o <<SEL» ee Mr. Wimpy - 006547

» & < A t Don't Press The Letter 'Q' — 636

& ” The Hellion - 14370

NN Clint Thompson,Surrey.

Try

Styx - 194,600
Super Jeep —- 81,723
Manic Minor - 38,156
(Centre of Earth.)
Zebbie — 211470

Ultima Zone - 057050
Xenon 1 - 020960
Frigate Commander - 504
Mushroom Mania — 105566

..
NN Graeme Burton,Kent.

aXSERRAKeith Thompson,Surrey.
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1 The Hobbit Tansoft/Melbourne Ilouse
2 Fantasy Qu-st I.J.K
3 Colossal Adventure Level 9
4 View to a Kill 007 Dormark
5 Adventure Quest Level 9

6 Lords Of Time Level 9
7 Lost In Space Salamander
8 Castle D'or Loriciels
9 Franklins Tomb Salamander

10 Fishy Business Salamander
11 Land 0f Illusion Tansoft
12 Snowball Level 9
13 Hell's Temple Kenema
14 Ring Of Darkness WinterSoft
15 Waydor IAS
16 Tyrann No man's land
17 Velnor's Lair Quicksilva
18 Diabolical Tower No man's land
19 Ilouse 0f Death Tansoft
20 Time Machine Channel 8

TOP BUSINESS! UTILITIES
1 ORIC BASE TANSOFT
2 AUTHOR TANSOFT
3 EXTENDED BASIC 1 SEVERN SOFTWARE
4 MULTIFILER NO MAN'S LAND
5 ORICAID MICROGRAF
6 THE QUILL GILSOFT
7 CAD NO MAN'S LAND

8 ADDRESS BOOK NO MAN'S LAND
9 ORIC CALC TANSOFT

NN10 MEGA BASE ORPHEUS
11 HICOPY. PEACH COMPUTERS
12 BASIC PLUS NO MAN'S LAND.
13 T-COMP BAMBY SOFTWARE
14 RECORDS PEACH COMPUTERS
15 ORIC MON TANSOFT
16 FORTH TANSOFT
17 INVOICING NO MAN'S LAND

18 ORION LOTHLORIEN
19 WRITER PEACH COMPUTERS

0 LEARNING FORTH NO MAN'S LAND

21 SUPERCOPY NO MAN'S .LAND
22 BANK ACCOUNT NO MAN'S LAND
23 ORICADE SEVERN SOFTWARE
24 SPREAD PEACH COMPUTERS
25 CHECK PEACH

.
COMPUTERSes)



Adventuhe
SpotThe

Welcome to Adventure Spot
in each issue of Your Oric
I will reveiw one particul
ar adventure for the Oric,
and helping you with a few
of the problems within the
adventure.This Newsletter
( xill be reveiwing The
Hobbit.

The Hobbit must be the most
sophisticated and challeng
ing Adventure ever written
for any computer.

In this Graphic/Text adve
nture which was bassed on
J.R.R Tolkiens brilliant f
antasy novel,You take on the
role of Bilbo the Hobbit yo
ur task is to seek out the
evil Dragon and return the
treasure he hoards back to
your home for safe keeping
in the chest.

The Adventure is supplied
( Sh a copy of the original
book and costs £14.95. Tosolve the adventure refer to
the book for help.The adven °

ture follows the books plot
very closely.

The screen layout uses both
Text and Graphics, and is
split up into two 'windows'
The bottom five lines is
your 'communication window!
where everything you type
will be shown in Capitalletters,It also tells you
what's going on.While the
Graphics illustrate key loc
ations .The pictures take a
while to draw,and- is only
in two colour,Where compa
red to other micros the pi
ctures are displayed in
multicolour.Don't let this
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put you of once a picture is
drawn,its well worth the wait.
The Graphics used in the pic
ture locations are quite exce
llent and are very well drawn.
The programming techniques

are excellent,The Hobbit exce
pts inputs very close to
ordinary English.The language
is known as 'Inglish'.The-
computer has a large vocabul
ary it knows well over five
hundred words,and can perform
well over fifty different act
ions made up of over thirty
verbs which is combined with
over ten prepositions.So it is
capable of very sophesticated
communication.No adventure
game has ever been this user
friendly.

One amazing feature of the
Hobbit is that all the charac
ters you meet have an independ
ent character of th x.
eir own.They make
their own decesionsf. : wm

and go about their
own business as
the game proceeds.
You will have to |

learn how to infl
uence other chara
cters,You can talk}
to them quite fre 8
ely in 'Inglish' aAnother excellent ifeature is that
you can get a -

hard copy re
cord of how
the game pr
oceeds.
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There are lots of puzzels
to solve in the Hobbit and
I'm sure many Oric owners have
been stuck in the 'Gohlins
Dungeon' I myself have been
stuck in this ‘location for a
long time,trying to find a
way out.

To get out of the Dungeon it
would be a good idea if you
had someone with you,bccause
when you type help you get a
message saying 'A WINDOW SHOUI
RE NM NPRSTACT,E TO A THIEF WITE

FRIENDS' in the book the
Hobbit Bilbo is sometimes re
fered to asx a '"thief' and if
you had a 'friend' handy like
Gandalf,you could ask him to
help you.Remember thai Hobbits
are only small pcople and Bil
bo is to small to reach the
window,
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"OnThe Hobbit
Trail’

You should also make your
self lighter by droping any
objects that you may be car
rying,and any food should
be eaten.

.other problem people have
is trying to cross the 'black
river'.To start with you must
have the rope,You then type
"LOOK ACROSS RIVER THEN THROW

RADE! you then type 'PULL ROPE

+... CLIMB INTO BOAT' it should
take you to the other side of
the river.Then type 'CLIMB OUT'
and you now should be on the
¢ er side of the black river.

One important thing to remember
when playing the Hobbit is that
Bilbo needs strength so when you
visit Elrond at Rivendell,talk
to him and he will give you some
lunch.Also if you visit Beorns
house you should also find some
f 1.These are just a few tips
for when you play the Hobbit.

I myself have completed the
Hobbit and I scored 72.5% which
is not bad,I managed to kill the
DP ~gon 'Smaug' and return home
Lt. treasures that he hoards.I
myself think that the Hobbit is a
great adventure,and- to any Oric
owner who is reading this and has
n played the Ilobbit,then go out
now and by a copy!

HELP LINE?
Are you stuck in an Adventure and can't get out and
have nowhere to turn.Then write to us here at Your
Oric,Stating the adventure and problem your stuck on.
And we will try and solve your problem.The address to
write to is :-

Your Oric.
Adventure Help Line.
41 Morden Gardens,
Mitcham,
Surrey CR4 4DH.

Originality KHRAX

Vocabulary xxx
Atmosphere aa
Graphics : Lg
Value Hi

BY
K.THOMPSON =]

MICRO : Oric 1

ADVENTURE : Fantasy Quest
PROBLEM : How do you open the casket? And how can I get

passed the Spiders Web without getting myself
killed.

NAME : Yuk Cheng,London,England.
SOLUTIONS : To open the casket you must have the scroll
and the feather with you,then type'translate scroll!
then 'write with feather' then you must type in the
random word which will be displayed,you should now be
able to open the casket.
To get passed the Spiders Web you should have the knife,
type 'cut web' you will now be able to go through the
Spiders Web.

MICRO : Oric 1 48K
ADVENTURE : Zodiac Adventure
PROBLEM : How can I get the Yeti out of the entrance

way to the cave?
NAME : Ragnavald Larson,Trondheim,Norway.
SOLUTION : To get the Yeti out of your way just say the
word 'BOO' to him,

I would like to see the 'Help Line' turned into a bigger
section so please write in to us,or if you have made up
a map on any Adventure we would like to sce it,so please
write in.....
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¥ = NEW TITLES o PRICE PRICE Tm PRICE PRICE Cpe / PRICE PRICE- ADVENTURE En ll Alt — fly
CHANMELS CIRCUS (A) £4.95 {5.55  CHAMMELD ARQOM DEATH PTZ (A) £5.95 £5.95 CHANNELS ZEIAPE PULSAR 7 (A) £5.55 {5.95

CHANNELS FEASIRILITY EXPLA) £5.95 £5.95 CHANNELS GOLDEN EATON (A) £6.95 £5.95 CHANNEL TEN LIT INDIANS (A) £8.95 £5.95

CHANNEL® PCRGEUSEANDROMEDA(A)£6.95 £5.55 CHANNELS WAXWORKS (A 16.99 £5.05 CHAMNELS TIME MACHINE (A) £5.99 45.99

CHANNELS WIZARD OF AKYRI (A) £6.95 £5.95  T.M.S WAYDGR (A) £5.95 £4.95 MEL/HOUSE THE HORRIT {A} £14.95 £12.95
TANGOFT KILRURN ENCOUNTER(A) £5.95£4.95  TANSOFT LAND OF ILLUSION (A) £5.95 £5.95

ARCADE GAMES
ARCADIA PASTA DLASTA (A) (D) £6.95 £5.95 ARCADIA INVADERS (A) £6.95 £5.95 ARCADIA MUSHROOM MANIA (A) £5.35 {5.95

DOMARK VIEW TO & KILL (A).% 47.95 {A,95  DURELL HARRIER ATTACK (A) 6.95 £5.95  DURELL SCUBA DIVE (A) £5.95 £5.95

IJK XENON TID (A) % £0.50 £7.50  1JK GURRIE (A) * $7.50 £6.50 IJK PLAYGROUND 21 {A) # £7.50 £6.50

[JK DAMSEL IN DISTRESS (A) * £3.50 £7.50 IJK GREEN CROSS TOAD (A) £7.50 £5.50 IJK INVADERS (A) £7.50 £6.50

IJK PROBE 2 (A) (D} £7.50 £5.50 IJK XENON 1 (A) (D) £2.50 £7.50 1JK IERRIE (A) (D) £7.50 i6.50
[JK ZORGONS REVENGE (A) (D) £8.50 £7.50 - IJK DONT PRESS LETTER (A) (D)ZB.50 £7.50 IJK ATTACK CYEERMEN (AJ (D) £7.50 £8.50

IJK GHOST GCEELER (A) £7.50 £4.50 LOTHLORIEN SP/MANSION (A) (D) £4.95 £5.95  LOTHLORIEN DIGGER (A) (D)  £&.95 £5.55

NO MANS LAND CATEGGRIC (A) £7.95 £6.95 NO MANS LAND DIABOL/TOWER(A) £B.50 7.50 NO MANS LAND DON JUAN (A) £8.95 £7.93
NO MANS LAND FIREFLACH (A) £8.50 £7.50 NO MANS LAND PANIC (A) £6.95 £5.95 . NO MANS LAND STYY (A) {8.50 £7.50
NO MANS LAND TYRANN {A} £8.95 £7.95 OCEAN HUNCHRACK £6.90 £5.95 OCEAN MR WIMPY (A) £6.50 £5.55

CRPHEUS KRYLLIS (A) £4.95 £4.50 ORPHEUS THE HELLION (A) £4.95 £5.95  ORPHEUS TROUBLE IN STORE (A) £6.95 £5.95

PSS ELEKTROSTGRM (A) £5.95 £5.95 PSS HOPPER (A) £6.95 £5.95 PSS INVADERS (A) 6.95 £5.95

PSS THE ULTRA (A) £4.95 {5.95  S/PROJECTS MANIC MINER {A} £7.95 £6.95 SEVERN CHOPPER (A} £7.50 fb.

SEVERN GHOSTMAN (A) (D) £7.50 ££.50 SEVERN GRAVITOR {A) (D) £7.50 £6.50 SEVERN LONE RAIDER (A) (I) £8.50 £7.5u

SEVERN QUACK A JACK (A) (D) £7.50 £6.50  SCFTEK SUPER METEORS (A) £4.55 £5.95  GOFTEK ACHERONS RAGE (A) £6.55 £5.55

SOFTEK DRACULAS REVENGE (A) £6.95 £5.95  SOFTEK GALAXIONS (A) £5.95 £5.95 SOFTER ICE GIANT (A) £6.95 £5.95

TANSOFT RATSPLAT (A) £5.95 15.95  TANSOFT DEFENCE FORCE ( A) £4.95 £5.95  TANSOFT ULTIMA ZGKE (A) £6.55 £5.95
EDUCATION

CINDERGOFT 4 GAMES S-10YRS(A}E7.95 £6.95  NELLOWSOFT CAN YOU SPELL (A) (D) £4.95 MELLOWSOFT CAM VOU COUNT (A) (I) iA."

MELLOWSOFT HAHGHAN (A) (D) £6.55  HELLOWSOFT PICTURE SAP (A) (D) £4.95  MELLOWSGFT PLAY MATHS (4) (D) fh
MELLOWGOFT SPELL A RHYME (&) (D) £4.95  MELLOWSOFT TABLES TEST (A) (D) £4.95 KO MANS LAND MARS & TORT (A) £5.50 £7.50

¢ RE £4.55  SOFTEACKS STORY BOOK (A) 24,95 TANCOFT SPANISH LINKHORD(A)£12.95 £11.5G

NKWORD (A)Z12.59 £11.50  TANSOFT GERMAN LINKMORD (A) £12.95 £11.50 TANSOFT ITALIAN LINKWORD(A){12.95 £11.50

STRATEGY/SIMULATION
1% 3D GHO/IACKGAMMON (A) (D)£7.50 £6.50 13K CRIZRAGE (A) (D) £5.50 £5.50 IJK DAMBUSTER (A) £8.50 7...
IJK DRAUGHTS (A) £7.50 ib.50 IJK FRIGATE COMMANDER (A) (D) £6.50 £5.50 IJK SUPER FRUIT (A) £6.50 £5.50

IJK TRICKSHOT (4) (D) £7.50 £4.50 IJK CHESS (A) (D) 19.50 £8.50 LOTHLORIEW JOHNNY FER (A) £5.95 45.95
LOTHLORIEN SPECIAL OPS (A) £6.95 £5.93  LOTHLORIEN PARAS (A) £4.95 £5.95 LOTHLORIEN WARLGRD (A) £6.95 £5.95
MICRODEAL SPACE SHUTTLE (A) £8.00 £5.55 NO MANS LAND SHOW JUMPING (A) £5.95 £4.95 NO MANS LAND TRANS AT1 (A) £8.95 £7.93
SALAMANDER CLASSIC RACING (A)£7.95 £6.95  TANSOFT CHESS IT (A) £6.95 £5.95

PUSINESS/UTILITIES
1.M.5. TOGLKIT ORIC 1 75.95 £6.95 _LOTHLORIEN ORION ASS/DIS (A)Z12.95 £11.50  GOFTBACKS ACCOUNT BOOK (A) £12.95 £11.50

FILSOFT THE QUILL (A) # £16.95 £14.50 RTHICROGRAF ORICAID (A) £11.95 £10.50 NO MANS LAND CAD (A) £8.50i7.°"
) No HANS LAND BASIC PLUS (A) £9.95 £B.93 ‘NOFANG LAND HOME BUDGET (A) £9.95 £8.95 NO MANS LAND TRVOICING (A) £14.95 £12.
“0 MANS LAND LEARN FORTHTATZIE.TS T1450 | NO MANS LAND LIBRARY/CATAL(A) 5.95 £8.95 NO MANS LAND MULTIFILER (A)£14.95 £12.9

NO MANS LAND SCREEN KIT (A)£9.95£8.95|NO HANS LAND ADGRESS ROOK (A) £9.95 £3.55 PSS GRIC M/CODE MONITOR RICH

RPHEUS MEGATACE(A) (D0) £17.95 £15.95 MSEVERM(ORIC I EXTENDED BASIC Mes! i4.55
TANSOFT ORIC CALC {A) £17.95 £11.50 _

TANSOFT ORIC FORTH ATMOS£17.95£11.50
ACCESSORIES

AMSOFT BLANK 3* DISC £4.95 £4.50 AZTEC PRINTER CABLE £12.99 £11.95 DOMNSHAY PROGRAMM J/STK INTE29.93 £27

[UST COVER ATMOS ELK/RED PRINT 12.95 CASSETTE LEAD 7PIN TO JACK PLUGS £3.50  QUICKSHOT IT JOYSTICK $11.95 $7.93
RESET SWITCH ORICL/ATHIS £4.50

}

CUMANA DISC DRIVE PACKAGE (DISC INTERFACE + 3 INCH DRIVE, 180K EA SIDE, ALL CARLES, DOS) DISC SOFTWARE AVAILABLE £179.95 co.)
ROQOKS TTT

MEL /HOUSE GUIDE TO PLAYING HOBBIT £3.95 DUCKWORTH EXPLORING ADVENTURES $4.55 ADDER ADVANCED USER QUIDE(INCL PE&PIET 07Eeee eeeeee ee eeeeemm ow
NGTE: PROGRAMS MARKED (D) ARE AVAILABLE ON 2" DISC PLEASE ADD £4.30 TC TAPE PRICE Fens,

.

ORDER FORM ACCESS C(RDERES CAN EE ACCEPTED BY TELEPHONE :

To: - 0.J.50FTWARE
273 Mossy Lea Road, Wrightington, Wigan, Lancs, WNS 7RN. TEL (0257) 421715

Flease send the following items for my ORIC 1/ATHMOS compuler YOURre——eee_ Enclosed CH/PO for £ ORIC
CoQty Description !' Price | made payable to 0.J.50FTWARE

Heinbe T—————a ne emee ' or DEBIT ACCESS CARD No __ooPoer, Vo Name:LLRSAR V Address:EaTEHR i (Cardholder __ooFnEeeVe for Access)ooboee em mmm mn ETE FE Vo TelNotaeeSRHO \ Date: _—
' Total Payablei v Signed: omOVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD 50r PER TAPE FOR EUROPE AND £1.00 PER TAFE OUTSIDE EUROPE


